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Lower Bounds

of Isoperimetric Functions

for Nilpotent Groups

Jos�e Burillo

Abstract� In this paper we prove that Heisenberg groups and the groups of
unipotent upper triangular matrices are not combable� by giving lower bounds
for the isoperimetric inequalities in higher dimensions� and provide a coun�
terexample to a conjecture by Gromov�

Introduction

Isoperimetric inequalities have recently been a useful tool in the study of the
complexity of the word problem for �nitely presented groups� since Gromov�s break�
through paper ��� in hyperbolic groups and the extensive treatment of automatic
groups in ���� The two important results in this direction state that a �nitely pre�
sented group is hyperbolic if and only if it has linear Dehn function� and that an
automatic group has quadratic Dehn function� The term Dehn function was coined
by Gersten ��� to denote the best possible isoperimetric function� The second of
these results� due to Thurston� has been crucial in deciding which groups are au�
tomatic� due to the di�culty in verifying the conditions stated on the de�nition of
an automatic group� It is worth noticing� however� that this result depends only
on the geometric properties of automatic groups� and not on the logic ones� and
the notion which causes it has been distilled in the de�nition of combing and com�
bable groups� Let G be a group� and let A be a set of semigroup generators for
G� Then a combing for G is a section � of the canonical evaluation map from the
free semigroup generated by A in G� which satis�es a synchronous k�fellow traveller
property for some k � 	� A group is combable if it admits a combing� A combable
group is �nitely presented� and an automatic group is combable� In the de�nition
given in ��� Ch�
� there is an implicit bound on the length of the word ��g�� lin�
ear on jgj� while in the de�nition given by Gersten ��� this bound is not required�
This dierence makes that combable groups� in the sense of ���� satisfy quadratic
isoperimetric inequalities� while Gersten combable groups are only known to satisfy
an exponential isoperimetric inequality� The de�nition we are going to use in this
paper is the one in ����
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It was proved by Thurston ��� Ch���� using geometric methods� and by Gersten
���� using combinatorial methods� that the integral 
�dimensional Heisenberg group
presented by

� a� b� c j �a� c� � �b� c� � �� �a� b� � c �

has cubic Dehn function� and hence it cannot be automatic� nor combable� The
question of whether a nilpotent group can be automatic was answered by Holt�
proving in ��� Ch��� that a nilpotent automatic group is virtually abelian� but since
Holt�s proof makes strong use of the logic properties of automatic groups� it leaves
open the question of when a nilpotent group can be combable� In this paper we give
negative answer to that question for two particular families of groups� namely� the
integral Heisenberg groups and the groups of unipotent upper triangular matrices
with integer entries� The latter class of groups will provide a counterexample to a
conjecture stated by Gromov about the smallest dimension where the isoperimetric
inequality fails to be euclidean�

The techniques used in the proofs are higher dimensional generalizations of
Thurston�s proof for the 
�dimensional Heisenberg group� and in the same line of
his proof of the fact that SL�n�Z� is not a combable group �and hence not au�
tomatic�� In the latter case� the proof goes by constructing a higher dimensional
Lipschitz cycle with known volume and proving that every Lipschitz chain bounding
this cycle must have very large volume� The key theorem used in these arguments is
the Riemannian isoperimetric inequality in higher dimensions ��� Th��	�
���� This
result led to the de�nition by Gromov ��� ��D� of the �lling volume functions FVk�
Let M be an n�connected Riemannian manifold� and let z be a Lipschitz k�cycle
in M � The �lling volume for z is the minimal volume of a Lipschitz �k � ���chain
c with �c � z� Then the �lling volume function FVk���l� is de�ned as the maxi�
mum of the �lling volumes of all k�cycles z with volk z � l� Then the Riemannian
isoperimetric inequality in higher dimensions can be reformulated in terms of the
�lling volume functions as follows� If a combable group acts properly discontinu�
ously� cocompactly and by isometries in an n�connected Riemannian manifold M �
then the �lling volume functions for M satisfy

FVk���l� � l
k��

k

for k � n� In ��� ��D� Gromov conjectures the values of the �lling volume functions
for the Heisenberg groups� of which we are going to prove the lower bounds� and
outlines a proof of the fact that the Heisenberg groups are not combable� which is
somewhat dierent from ours�

�� Homogeneous nilpotent Lie groups

Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group�

Definition ���� The group G is said to be homogeneous ��� ��A��� if its Lie
algebra L admits a grading�

L � L� � L� � � � �� Ld

with �Li� Lj � � Li�j �
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For every t � �	��� consider the linear map in L de�ned by

at � L �� L

at
��
Li � ti Id�

Since G is simply connected� there exists a ��parameter group of scaling automor�

phisms At with dAt��� � at� These scaling automorphisms can be used to produce
lower bounds on the �lling volume functions for G� constructing a cycle which
requires large �lling and scaling it to produce a family of cycles with this property�

Proposition ���� Let G be a homogeneous simply connected nilpotent Lie

group� and let At be the scaling automorphisms� If there exist constants M� r� s � 	�
a Lipschitz k�chain c and a closed G�invariant k�form � in G such that�

�� volk��At��c� �Mtr�

��

Z
c

� � 	� and


� A�t � � ts��
then FVk�l� 	 ls�r�

Proof� Let dt be any k�chain with �dt � At��c� � �At�c�� Since � is G�
invariant� its norm is constant at every point� andZ

dt

� � jj�jj volkdt�

and� since � is closed� by Stokes� theoremZ
dt

� �

Z
At�c�

��

Then� we �nd the lower bound

volkdt 

�

jj�jj

Z
At�c�

� �
�

jj�jj

Z
c

A�t � �
ts

jj�jj

Z
c

��

which gives the required bound for the �lling volume function�

�� Heisenberg groups

Let H�n�� be the real ��n����dimensional Heisenberg group� This group can
be seen as R�n�� with coordinates �x� y� z�� where

x � �x�� x�� � � � � xn�

y � �y�� y�� � � � � yn��

with the left�invariant metric obtained when H�n�� is regarded as the group of
upper triangular �n� ��� �n� �� matrices of the form��

� � x z
	 I yT

	 	 �

�
A �

If

� � dz �
nX

i��

xidyi
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is the non�closed invariant ��form� then the metric can be expressed as�

ds� �

nX
i��

dx�i �

nX
i��

dy�i � ���

The form � de�nes a contact distribution ��� in H�n��� since � � �d��n is nowhere
vanishing� The maximal dimension of an integral submanifold for this distribution
is n�

It is clear that the Heisenberg groups are nilpotent and homogeneous� and the
scaling automorphisms are given by

At�x� y� z� � �tx� ty� t�z��

Note that A�t� � t���

Theorem ���� The �lling volume functions for H�n�� have the following lower

bounds�

�� FVk���l� 	 l
k��

k � for k � n�

�� FVn���l� 	 l
n��

n �


� FVk���l� 	 l
k��

k�� � for n � k � �n�

Proof� We want to construct a Lipschitz chain c and a form � to use Propo�
sition ����

For the cases ��� and �
� we take for the chain c a cube �	� ��k��� on the variables�
�� x�� � � � � xk��� and

� x�� � � � � xk�n� y�� � � � � yn� z�

and for � their respective volume forms�
The case ��� requires a more complicated chain� This chain is the higher di�

mensional analog of the chain constructed in ��� ���� to prove the cubic lower bound
for the Dehn function of H��

Let K � f�� � � � � ng� Inside the a�ne subspace of dimension n de�ned by the
equations

xl � 	� l � K�

z � ��

construct the n�cube Q de�ned by �� � yl � � for l � K� Let I� J � K� with
I  J � � and I � J � K� and consider a map 	 � I �� f��� �g� The data I� J� 	
determine a cell cI�� of dimension m � cardJ in the boundary of Q� de�ned by

yi � 	�i� if i � I�

�� � yj � � if j � J�

xl � 	 for l � K�

z � ��

Since we want to consider only cells in the boundary of Q� we must impose that
I �� �� since I � � would give us the whole cube Q� However� J can be empty�
in which case I � K and the �n possible maps 	 � K �� f��� �g describe the �n

vertices of Q�
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Figure �� The chain d for n � ��

For each cell cI�� of dimension m� we are going to construct a simplex �I��� of
dimension n �m� inside the coordinate n�a�ne subspace y� � � � � � yn � z � 	�
The simplex �I�� is de�ned by the equations

X
i�I

	�i�xi � ��

	�i�xi 
 	 for i � I�

xj � 	 for j � J�

Let 
I�� be the face of the simplex which satis�es

X
i�I

	�i�xi � ��

Construct then dI�� � cI�� � �I��� We have that dI�� is an n�cell in R�n�� � and
dI��Q � cI��� The union of Q with all the n�cells dI�� form an n�chain d in R�n�� �
which is contained in the hyperplane z � �� and whose boundary consists of the
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Figure �� The chain c for n � �� with the chain d on top

�n� ���cells cI��� 
I��� Notice that� unlike it is shown in Figure �� the cells dI�� are
orthogonal to the cube Q�

Project the chain d in the coordinate x�plane� i�e� making yl � 	� for l � K�
and z � 	� The projection of Q is just the origin� while the projection of dI�� is the
simplex �I��� Joining each point of d with its projection by a segment we obtain
the chain c� The chain c is then the union of the cone from the origin to Q with
the �n� ���cells obtained from the projection of each dI���

Let
� � dy� � � � � � dyn � � � dy� � � � � � dyn � dz�

It is clear then that A�t � � tn���� since z scales by a factor of t�� And the value ofZ
c

�

is equal to the volume of the cone of Q�
Note �nally that each cell in the boundary of c is contained in an a�ne subspace

of dimension n� and each of these subspaces are integral submanifolds of the contact
distribution de�ned by the ��form �� Then� in each of these subspaces� the metric
scales by t under the action of At� and the volume by tn� It is clear now that the
n�volume of the boundary of c is of the order of tn�

Corollary ���� The integral ��n � ���dimensional Heisenberg group is not

combable�

Proof� The integral ��n����Heisenberg group acts properly discontinuously�
cocompactly and by isometries in H�n��� The �n � ���chain At�c� has �n � ���
volume of the order of tn��� while its boundary has n�volume of the order of tn

and diameter of the order of t� contradicting the higher�dimensional isoperimetric
inequality that a combable group satis�es ��� Th��	�
����
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�� Upper triangular groups and Gromov	s conjecture

Let T �n�K� be the group of unipotent upper�triangular matrices with coe��
cients in K� where K � Z or R� Since T �
�Z� is equal to the integral 
�dimensional
Heisenberg group� and T �m�Z� is a retract of T �n�Z� when m � n� it follows that
the Dehn function of T �n�Z� is at least cubic� if n 
 
� Then�

Proposition ���� For n 
 
� the groups T �n�Z� are not combable�

Let G be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group� and let L be its Lie algebra�
In ��� ��D�� Gromov proposes the following conjecture� If L � �L�L�� T � and k is
the maximal dimension of an integral submanifold of the distribution obtained by
left translating T � then the �rst dimension where the �lling volume function fails
to be euclidean is k � �� i�e�

FVi���l� � l
i��

i if i � k�

and
FVk���l� � l

k��

k �

In the case of the ��n����dimensional Heisenberg groups� the distribution obtained
left translating T is precisely the contact distribution de�ned by the form �� whose
integral submanifolds have dimension at most n� and the lower bounds agree with
Gromov�s conjecture� But the case of the groups T �n�R� provides a counterexample�

Let Eij be the matrix with all entries equal to zero except for the �i� j� entry�
which is equal to one� Then the matrices Eij � for � � i � j � n� form a basis for the
Lie algebra t�n�R� of T �n�R�� and a basis for T can be taken as fEi�i��� � � i �
n� �g� Observe that the matrices Ei�i�� and Ej�j�� commute if ji� jj � �� Then�
if n 
 �� the subspace T contains an abelian subalgebra of t�n�R�� generated by the
matrices E�i����i� for � � i � bn��c� Since an abelian subalgebra always leads to
an integrable distribution by left translation� by Frobenius theorem T �n�R� admits
a submanifold of dimension bn��c which is integral to the distribution de�ned by
T � However� FV� is already cubic� hence non�euclidean� contradicting Gromov�s
conjecture�
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